
Races D6 / Lannik

Name: Lannik

Designation: Sentient

Average height: 1.2 meters

Skin color: Blue, Orange, Purple, Red

Hair color: Matched skin color

Eye color: Matched skin color

Homeworld: Lannik

Language: Lannik

Attribute Dice: 12D

DEX: 2D/4D+2

KNO: 1D/3D+2

MEC: 1D+2/4D+1

PER: 1D/3D+1

STR: 1D+1/4D

TEC: 1D+1/4D

Special Abilities:

        Fearless: Lannik are not easily frightened. They get a +2 pip bonus to Willpower rolls when resisting

Intimidation skill rolls against them.

Move: 6/8

Description: Lannik were short, bipedal humanoids with droopy, long ears and orange to reddish to

purple and bluish tones to their skin. Their homeworld was Lannik.

Society

The Lannik were known for their bellicose society, and were seen to be fearless and sometimes

hotheaded and arrogant. More often than not, Lannik kept clear heads in combat, and could deduce a

solution to many dangerous situations. The Lannik were governed by the Lannik High Court.

The Lannik homeworld was first discovered by a group of Human and Duros explorers, who brought high

technology to Lannik. The natives' exposure to this technology split Lannik society into factions, each

with its own thoughts on how to integrate that technology into their society. Conflicts raged on Lannik,

forcing the intervention of several criminal groups, and finally, the Galactic Republic itself, which

restricted the amount of technology exported to the planet. This did not go as planned, serving only to

increase the amount of technology on Lannik, and also entrenched crime syndicates on the planet. This

led to the rise of the terrorist group known as the Red Iaro.

During the Separatist Crisis, Spotts TradeChip Company mislabeled Jedi Master Yoda as a Lannik in its



controversial Jedi TradeChips series.

By the time of the Galactic Empire, Lannik were rarely seen offworld. 
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